MODULE – III
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES
Pre- Registration activities- Blocking / Assigning Rooms, Reports generated- Amenities Voucher, Notification slip, Welcome Slip, Registration – GRC- Importance of registration
card, Form C, Passport, Visas- Types of Visas, Registration Records- Manual and
Automated, steps in registration Process, Check-in Procedures – Guests with Confirmed
Reservation, Walk-in guests, VIP guests, Groups and Crews, Check-in for a scanty
baggage guest, Foreign guests, Fully automated check-in. Reports - Status sheet(Position of Hotel)- Movement Sheet (Expected Arrival and Departure Lists), Group
Arrivals Report, – Rooming list, VIP/SPATT List.

PRE - REGISTRATION
The activities that are carried out by the front desk agents before the arrival of guests, to
ensure a speedy check-in are termed as pre-registration activities. The pre-Registration
activities not only accelerate the Registration process but also help in fulfillment of various
special requests made by the guests.
Pre-registration activities include:
 Preparation of arrival and departure list
 Amenity vouchers are prepared for arriving guest and sent to concerned
department
 Pre-filling of guest registration card base on the information gathered from
reservation form and guest history card
 Staffing at front desk to cater the need of rush at peak arrival and departure time
 Arrangement for welcoming guest (Aarti, Tilak and Garlanding)
 Arrangement for welcome drink for the group and VIP
 Arranging all required arrangements for the guest
 Room and rate assignment and the creation of guest folios in case advance
payment has been received by the hotel.

Blocking / Assigning Rooms
Room blocking is a part of the guest pre-registration activity, this will help plan the hotel to
meet special requirements of guest as well as a proper room allocation for the hotel. In
Some hotels this process is done one or two days in advance.
Although the reservation department may block the desired rooms in advance, it is the
responsibility of the front desk to assign guest rooms as per the specific requirement made
by them at the time of reservation.
1) Print detailed arrival list for the next day’s arrival. Which shows additional guest details
like arrival date, departure date, room type booked, room rate, VIP status, previous
number of stays, time of arrival, gender, room specific features (smoking / non-smoking),
guest specific feature etc.
2) Block rooms according to the booked room type of the guest. If the room type is not
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available, then try to upgrade according to the availability and hotel policy.
3) If there is a room specific request like smoking / non-smoking, away from elevator etc.,
then look for room which is matching this requirement and then allocate the room.
4) If blocking a connecting room (room which is departing and you are blocking the same
to another arrival for the day) then always check the arrival time of the guest. Give enough
time for HK to prepare the room for next arrival.
5) Take special care is taken while blocking rooms for VIP, CIP guests after blocking the
room, amenities voucher is sent to other department for placing VIP amenities in the room.
6) While upgrading a guest to a higher category FOA always must consider his/her no. of
previous visits, room rate, importance of the client if the booking is from corporate,
designation of the guest etc.
7) For single ladies do not block an inter connecting room, also if hotel has a separate
ladies floor / rooms then block those.
8) Room allocation has to be done as per the status of the reservation i.e. confirmed /
guaranteed bookings to be blocked first. Waitlisted / Tentative bookings can be blocked
later depending on the availability.
9) Guest with disabilities (SPATT) may need rooms fitted to their special needs, special
amenities or services required at the time of reservation. It is always advisable to block
these rooms well in advance.
10) Some Frequent guest might be very particular about specific rooms which they enjoy
most and stay regularly. Guest History will help to identify the requirements and
automatically will reflect in the guest registration card.
REPORTS GENERATED (MAIN ACTIVITIES PERFORMED IN PRE-REGISTRATION)

1. Calculation of Room position (calculates the room availability i.e. whether the
number of rooms available is more or less than the number of rooms required for the
expected arrivals
2. Partial filling of Guest Registration Card (Some of the details of the guest are printed
on the Registration card. When the guest arrives all they have to do is check these
details fill the remaining and sign the Registration. card)
3. Arrival List: The front office needs a list of all guests expected on a given day to
prepare for guest’s arrival, with their estimated arrival times, room type (or allocated
room, if any), special requirements and so on. The arrivals list is usually generated,
using the date in booking diary, the day before the arrival date, so that it is as current
as possible. Separate group arrivals lists and VIP/SPATT (Special attention guest) ,
handicapped guest, regular guest etc., lists may be generated a week in advance,
however because these guest require more preparation. The various lists will be
copied, as required by the housekeeping dept., F&B dept. and guest relation
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4. Pre-registration for some guest: Pre-registration is an activity of registering a guest
before his/her arrival based on the information already available. The entries are made
in guest registration (GR) card. Pre-registration can be conducted in advance before
arrival in case of frequent guests, VIPs, or group guests.
5. Preparation of amenities voucher: This voucher is made by receptionist prior to
guest arrival so that the extra amenities which is requested by the guest at the time of
reservation shall be kept in the room. The front office informs housekeeping being alert
to attend to rooms occupied by groups or VIP. Service has to be quick and efficient.
HK department provides flowers for VIP’S in the room on receipt of the amenities
voucher issued by the front desk. They will also place a fruit basket and some
chocolates and cookies. A mini bar may also be arranged.
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6. Welcome Letter: Personalized welcome letter is printed and kept on the guest room
to greet and welcome the guest to the hotel. Usually it is signed by the General
Manager or the hotel manager.
Nowadays in hotels where the property management systems is interfaced
to the in room entertainment system, welcome messages can be
automatically displayed to the guest TV when they check in to their room.

7. Welcome Slip: Once the guest has been assigned a room a key card (or) welcome
card is handed over to the guest. On this card the receptionist enters the name of the
guest, room no. and duration of stay. This card is an authorization for the guest to
collect room key from the counter. The key card has following functions:
i.
It is used as a welcome slip
ii.
It gives information about the guest’s stay
iii.
It confirms the signature
iv.
It is a key security card [every time the customer receives the key from
the desk he will have to produce this card so that the key is not handed
over to any authorized person]
v.
It acts as a credit security, since all residents get credit in food and
beverage, restaurant and other services.
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8. Notification Slip: After the guest has Registration a rate for rooms decided and a
room is assigned, his creditability established, and the guest along with luggage sent
to room, the receptionist would complete the paper work and other works related to
the new arrival. He would send the GR card to the cashier who opens the guest folio,
prepare arrival notification slips. Usually five copies are made (one is sent to the
telephone department, one to the housekeeping department and one to food and
beverage department. He puts one in the room rack and one in the information rack).
The room status is updated by him.
ARRIVAL NOTIFICATION SLIP

REGISTRATION
Registration is the process of gathering information from the guest that is mandatory as
per the laws prevailing in the country. According to the Foreigner’s Act, 1946 and the
Registration of Foreigners’ Rules, 1992, the innkeeper should keep the records of the
guests staying in his premises as per Form F
Registration is the formalization of a valid contract between the guest and the hotel, in
which the hotel offers safe and secure boarding and lodging facilities to the guest and the
guest accepts to pay for the services and facilities received
Registration can be defined as the process of assigning rooms to the guest at the time
of their arrivals by filling necessary details about the guest and the rooms contain in a
registration form.
Importance of Registration









Guest registration is one of the first and most lasting impressions on a hotel customer.
It satisfies the legal requirement for the hotel to keep records of their guests.
It confirms guest’s acceptance of the hotel’s term and condition.
Guest registration sets the tenor for the stay and is, therefore a critical contact point.
The front desk should promote the warmth and hospitality of the property. Guest
registration is the point at which critical information is collected about the customer
and his / her wishes. The registration procedure of the hotel is critical to the collection
of guest information and the initialization of the guest account/folio.
Almost all the paperwork in the guest cycle is based on the data that is recorded and
verified at, or prior to, check- in.
It provides a record of arrivals, while may help to account for residents in the event of
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a fire or other disaster.
It occupies the guest while the receptionist checks booking records, allocates rooms,
preparing keys.
Guest Registration Form / Reg Card / GRC

Registration- Legal Implications
Registration is a mandatory requirement that all guests over the age of 16 years –
irrespective of Indian or foreigner, ordinary personnel or VIP. Regardless the size of the
hotel, be it small or large guests, must provide basic information about them and fill up
either a visitor’s register / hotel register. The register may be a Red Book / form or a card
also called G.R. C (Guest Registration Card). It is a legal obligation for all guests to be
registered in the hotel.
The guest has to fill in the form and attest his signature. This is an agreement between
the hotel and the guest is also known as a contract between both the parties. It consists
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of two parts
 ‘F’ Form - Mandatory to filled by Indian & Foreign Guest
 ‘C’ Form - To be filled by Foreigners only-sent to Foreign Regional Registration
Office(FRRO)

C- Form
C Form – C Form is a legal document which has to be filled by all foreign. NRI’s with green
cards do not have to fill this card. Children up to 16 years and diplomats from other
countries are also exempted from filling C form. Three copies of C form are made, 1st
copy is sent to the FRRO, 2nd copy is sent to the local police station, and the 3rd copy is
kept as office copy with the hotel. FRROs are mostly located only in metropolitan cities. In
smaller cities or towns, the C form has to be sent to the local police station.
A person holding a passport of any country other than India, except Nepal and Bhutan,
needs a C form. C form of a person from Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, and China,
needs to be submitted to FRRO with in 12 hrs of Arrival. For other country nationals it can
be submitted in 24 hrs. The hotel can obtain the Form C from any Registration Officer on
application.
For every FFIT a separate C form is to be made. It is also important to note that two
persons of same nationality can be included in one C form.
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For groups, the group leader on arrival provides the passport details of all the
group members and signs the guest registration card on behalf of the group. If the group
members are of same nationality than a single C form for entire group is sufficient along
with list of passport details attached to it.

PASSPORT:
The front office staff should verify the
passport of foreign nationals. A passport
is a document issued by a government to
allow its citizens to travel abroad, and
requests other governments to facilitate
their passage and provide protection on a
reciprocal basis. Without a valid passport
a person is not permitted to move in the
territory of a foreign country. The public
authorities competent to issue passports
and other identity documents vary from
one country to another. The external
affairs ministry issues passports to the
citizens of India after verifying the details
of the applicants from various quarters.
To apply for a passport, the applicant has
be a citizen of the issuing country. When
a person is outside the country of her
residence, the passport can be issued to
her by the diplomatic or consular offices representing her country. All passports generally
bear the following information of the passport holder, though the format may vary from
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country to country:



















Family name/Surname.
Holder’s photograph
Given name
Name of father/legal guardian
Nationality
Name of mother
Date of birth
Name of spouse
Place of birth
Address
Gender
Validity period (expiry date)
Date of issue
Children
Place of issue
Endorsement
Holder’s signature
Emigration status

Validity for certain countries as well as restrictions for travel to others
The terminology related to passports is generally standard around the world.
There are different types of passports, some common types being:
o

Ordinary passport or tourist passport: Issued to ordinary citizens.


Official passport or service passport: Issued to government employees for workrelated travel, arid to accompanying dependents.



Diplomatic passport: Issued to diplomats and -consuls for work-related travel, and
to accompanying dependents.

o

Emergency passport or temporary passport: Issued to persons whose passports were
lost or stolen, and who do not have the time to obtain replacement passports.

o

Collective passport: Issued to defined groups for travel together to particular
destinations, such as a group of school children going on a school trip to a specified
country.

o

Family passport: Issued to one member of the family, who may travel alone or with
other family members. A family member who is not the passport holder can only travel
with the passport holder.

In India, the following types of passport are issued under the provisions laid in the Passport
Act 1967:
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o

Ordinary passport: It is dark blue
in colour and is issued to any
ordinary citizen of India.

o

Official passport: It is white/grey
in colour and is issued to
government officials or persons
on government missions.

o

Diplomatic passport: It is red in
colour and is issued to persons
with a diplomatic or consular
status as per international laws
and customs.

VISA
Foreign nationals visiting India are
required to possess a valid passport
and a valid Indian visa. Visa is an
endorsement on the passport, allowing
the holder to enter the territory of the
issuing country. It is a document or,
more frequently, a stamp in a passport,
authorizing the bearer to visit a country
for specific purposes and for a specific
length of time.
However, the issuance of a visa may
not be treated as a guarantee to enter
into the foreign territory. The bearer
may be subjected to inspection at the
port of entry and may be asked to
produce the documents presented at
the time of the procurement of the visa.
The Consular Passport and Visa (CPV) Division of the Ministry of External Affairs issues
Indian visas to foreign nationals through various Indian missions abroad. Depending upon
the nature of visit, the following types of visa may be issued:
Immigrant/Permanent visa It authorizes the holder of the visa to settle permanently in
the county issuing the visa. This type of visa is rarely issued by countries and there are
some countries that never issue such type of visa.
Temporary/Non-immigrant visa
This type of visa is issued for a specific duration only. The person holding such a visa will
have to return back to the home country after the expiry of the term of the visa. Temporary
visas are of the following types:
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o

Tourist visa: Issued for a limited period for leisure travel only, no business activities
allowed.

o

Student visa: Issued to students who have got admission in universities located in the
issuing country. It is issued for the duration of the course of study.

o

Business visa: Issued for business related activities, but precludes permanent
employment.

o

Work visa: Issued for approved employment in the host country, with longer validity
than a business visa.

o

Transit visa: Issued for passing through the countries that fall en route the final
destination; valid for 15 days or less.

The front office staff should be able to identify different types of visas to complete the
registration process and to verify the credentials of guests. This also helps to understand
the guest’s purpose of visit and to make arrangements for them accordingly.

REGISTRATION RECORDS- MANUAL AND AUTOMATED
Creating the registration record– After the guest arrives at the hotel; the front desk agent
creates a registration record which is a collection of important guest information. The
registration record requires the guest to write down his or her name, address and other
information.
The formats used during the check-in of the guests are:
I.

II.

Pre-arrival activities:
a. Reservation record or a reservation file
b. Letter of confirmation
c. Reservation rack and reservation rack slips.
Arrival activities:
a. Registration card 'or record or registration file
b. Room rack and room rack slips
c. C-form for foreign national guests.
d. Arrival & departure register.
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REGISTRATION PROCESS
The registration process has the following basic concepts.
1. Identification of guest: Identify the status of the guest, that guest has a confirmed
reservation or a walk in guest and to process registration accordingly.
2. Formation of the registration record: Guest fill the reg card with(name, address,
nationality, occupation etc), purpose of visit, date of departure. or verify the prefilled
registration card and sign to approve and formalized the registration record. On the
basis of this record the hotel develops the other records like guest folio, VTL, arrival
notification slip and GHC. The legal document should be stored for a min period of 3
years.
3. Room and Rate Assignment: After completing the reg card, if the guest is a walk in
guest, the hotel may do the option of up selling. While assigning the room the guest
preferences such as floor level, view of the room, smoking /nonsmoking etc are
considered.
4. Establishment of the mode of settlement: The billing instructions i.e. mode of
payment whether by cash, credit card, travelers cheque etc are established and
necessary formality is completed, advance collected and the hotel policy of check out
is explained.
5. Completion of check in procedure and issue of room key : After the guest has
been registered a room assigned after establishing his creditability. Then the guest
along with his luggage is sent to his room. After that the receptionist would complete
the paper work and other work related to the new arrival, and all departments are
notified.
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Registration Methods
Individual Registration
In this system, a separate card is used for each guest. The cards may be designed so as
to serve various purposes. It may be made in duplicate or triplicate with the help of carbon
papers so that one copy can be sent to Government departments and the other retained
by the hotel.
The following are the advantages of this method:
 The size of the card is small and quite handy.
 They may also be used to serve as a guest history card.
 Complete privacy of the guest is maintained.
 Many guests can be registered in the rush hours at the same time.
 Creation of Guest folio (in case advance payment has been received by the hotel)
KEY CARD
These are modern door locks which has replaced the
traditional key for the room. The key card is issued to the
guest on registration. There are two types of key card
available - Magnetic strips and plastic cards. The
electronic key cards really do enhance the safety of the
room for the guest. Electronic key cards are similar to
ATM cards - they have an attached magnetic strip that is
coded by the check-in computer and read by the lock on
the hotel room door.
Plastic cards resemble a playing card and have small
holes on one end that the door lock can read when inserted.
The key card cover is usually designed in the form of a small folder which can be kept in the
pocket easily. This also contains a small road map for the convenience of the guest.
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Procedure for Rooming a Guest
Rooming is the process of installation of guest and his luggage in the assigned and
allocated room. Usually this process is done by the bell boy / porter for a guest. In case of
a VIP / VVIP the process of escorting the guest may be carried out by a senior front office
staff such as lobby manager / front office manager depending on his status. The
receptionist summons the bell boy and instruct him to take the guest to the room by saying
“Please take Mr. / Mrs. / Ms.
to the room
no.”.
The receptionist hands over the room keys to the bell boy. The bell boy along with the
luggage and guest will reach the elevator, open the door of the elevator and would allow
the guest to enter first and then follow him with the luggage. Once the lift reaches the floor
he should open the elevator door and let the guest out first and then come out of the
elevator along with the guest luggage and should now take the lead. On reaching the door
the bell boy should knock the door wait for a few seconds and then open the door and
enter the room first with the luggage. He should put the luggage on the rack, switch on the
lights and A/c.
He should draw the curtains of the balcony, if any, and open the lock of the balcony. He
should then check everything such as ash tray, television, mini bar, bathroom and its
fittings, etc. He should check whether the W.C. is disinfected (or) not. By doing so he
checks that all control buttons, etc are working properly and at the same time he also
demonstrates the control of all fittings, etc to the guest.
After that he tells the guest about the “Room Service Facility” puts the room key on the
table, wish the guest “Happy Stay” and time of the day and leaves the room, closing the
door behind him.

CHECK-IN PROCEDURES

1. CHECK-IN PROCEDURE OF GUEST WITH CONFIRMED RESERVATION
The procedure for check-in of guests with confirmed reservation involves the following
steps:
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1. As the guests arrive at the hotel, the front office staff should welcome them and
ask them if they have confirmed reservation.
2. If the guests have confirmed reservation, the front office agent should check the
day’s arrival list to confirm the reservation status of the guests.
3. Once the reservation status of the guest has been confirmed, the front office
agent should give the pre-filled GRC to the guest to verify the details.
4. When the guest has signed the GRC, the front office agent should check if all
the details have been filled in, including the billing instruction.
5. The front office agent should check the availability of the room’s as per the guest
preference and allocate the room accordingly.
6. The front office agent should issue the room keys to the guest and authorize a
bell boy to escort the guest and carry the guest luggage to the room. The bell
boy will fill the information in the arrival errand card
7. The front office agent should wish the guest an enjoyable stay at the hotel.
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2. CHECK IN OF A WALK-IN GUEST
The check in procedure for walk in guest involves the following steps.
As the guest arrives at the hotel, the front office staff should welcome them and ask them
if they have confirmed reservation.,
1. If the guest does not have the
reservation, then ask for his
duration of stay the front office
staff should check room
availability status for the
duration of the stay requested
by the guest. If rooms are
available
for
requested
duration, the front office should
process the reservation and
proceed with the check-in
activity of the walk in guest.
However,
in
case
of
undesirable or blacklisted
guest, the front office should
politely deny reservation even
if the rooms are available.
2. It is essential to ascertain the credibility of walk-in guest the front office may request
for credit card imprint or advanced deposit.
3. The front office should request the guest to fill the GRC and assist the guest in
doing so.
4. Once the guest has filled and signed the GRC, the front office agent should check
it for completeness.
5. The front office agent should check the availability of rooms as per the guest’s
preference, and allot the room accordingly.
6. The front office agent should issue room key to the guest and authorize the bell
desk personnel to escort the guest and carry the guest luggage to the room. The
bell boy will fill the information in the arrival errand card and bell captain fills the
lobby control sheet.
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3. VIP GUEST CHECK- IN
Very important persons(VIP’s) include head of the states, ministers, senior media
personnel’s, sports personnel, film stars, rock stars, travel writers, top executive of
corporate houses CEO’s of lodge business houses senior defense personnel famous
public figure, etc. they get special treatment and attention from the hotel staff due to their
VIP status. The check-in procedure of VIP’S may start with their arrival at the airport. The
role of hotel in welcoming political VIP’s at airport is minimal due to security reasons The
Registration process may be carried out during the transfer from the airport to the hotel or
in the hotel room. The check-in procedure of VIP guest involves the following step.
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o

o

o
o
o

The hotel may arrange for the pickup
of VIP guest from the airport,
depending on the status of VIP, the
pickup vehicle may vary from luxury
cart to a limousine.
When the guest arrives at the hotel
the front office staff should give him
a traditional welcome-tilak, garland,
and aarti. The General Manager of
the hotel and the front office
manager should also be present to
welcome the VIP.
The Registration formalities are mostly completed in advance by an authorized
representative of VIP. Otherwise, they can be completed in the guest room over a
welcome drink.
The General Manager and Front office manager should escort the VIP to the room
The front office should send the arrival notification slip and any special instructions
of VIP to all the concerned departments.
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4. GROUP CHECK- IN PROCEDURE
The check in procedure for a group or crew requires specialized pre-Registration
activity as a group contains a large number of people who have to be registered at
the same time. The following pre-Registration activities are required for check in
of group.
GROUP PRE ARRIVAL
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.
viii.

The front office should prepare a group list, containing the details of each guest in
the group.
The list should contain details like name, addresses, purpose of visit, duration of
stay, meal preferences (vegetarian/ non vegetarian), passport details (for
foreigners), and any special instruction regarding the location of the room.
After ascertaining the type and number of rooms required, the front office should
block the rooms for the group, preferably on the same floor.
The front office should prepare the rooming list, which should contain the names
of the group members and the corresponding room numbers.
The front office should arrange the keys according to the room numbers and place
them in the envelop to be handed over to the group leader.
Based on the information received from the group leader or airport representative,
the front office should fill GRC’s for the group members and arrange them
alphabetically.
The front office should arrange appropriate number of bell boys for carrying the
group’s luggage to their rooms.
The front office should co-ordinate with the food and beverage department for the
arrangement of welcome drinks on arrival.

GROUP ARRIVAL
The front desk agent should be in constant touch with the group leader or airport
representative. Once the group arrives at
the hotel, the following
steps are involved in check-in.
a) When the guest vehicle arrives at the
portico, the bell boys should handle
the guest luggage. They should
identify the luggage of individual
guest and put the luggage tags as per
the rooming list. Then they should
transfer the luggage to the respective
rooms using luggage trolleys.
b) The front office agent should escort
the group leader to the reception
desk to complete the Registration formalities. The receptionist should handover the
room keys and the Registration forms of all the members to the leader, who can get
the GRC”s signed by the group members and distribute room keys.
c) Meanwhile, the front office staff should organize welcome drinks for the group
members in a pre-scheduled area.
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d) Once the group leader hands over the signed Registration cards at the front desk, the
guests may proceed to their respective rooms.
e) The front office agent should ask the group leader about the group’s activities, meal
schedules, wake up calls, and other requirements and make a note of the same.
f) The front office cashier should prepare the master folio for the group and individual
folios of each member of the group after the mode of payment is known.
g) The front desk should distribute copies of the group rooming list to different
departments, in order to inform them about the arrival of the group.

5. SCANTY BAGGAGE GUEST
A guest who arrives at the front desk
requesting for accommodation and is carrying
very little baggage or no baggage is known
as a scanty baggage guest.
The following steps are involved in the check-in
procedure:
i. The bellboy should inform the front desk
about the scanty baggage.
ii. For Registering a scanty baggage guest,
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the front desk assistant should take the authorization from the Duty Manager.
iii. The Registration formalities should be completed as in the case of walk- in guests.
iv. An advance payment for the entire duration may be asked from the guest.
v. The front office assistant should imprint ‘Scanty Baggage” stamp on the Guest
Registration Card.
vi. The front office assistant should prepare APC (All Payment Cash) slips and send it
to all POS (Points of Sale)
vii. The front office assistant should allot a room and hand over the room key to the
guest. A bellboy should escort the guest to the room.

6. FOREIGN GUESTS







Greet the guest as per the time of the day and ask if the guest has a reservation.
Check the day’s arrival list to verify the guest’s reservation status.
Take out the pre-filled GRC and ask the guest to verify the details.
Once the GRC is signed by the guest, check it for completeness. Depending on
the availability of rooms, allot the room as per the preference of the guest.
Take the passport of the Guest and check the validity of the passport and visa.
Scan the passport and return it back to the guest.
Establish the mode of settlement of bills. Take advance depending on the hotel
policy
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Issue the room key >call the bellboy to escort the guest and carry the luggage to
the allotted room. Wish the guest an enjoyable stay.
Update the records. Fill up the C-form.

FULLY AUTOMATED CHECK-IN.





A guest with confirmed reservation goes to the
self-check-in terminal
The guest inputs the necessary information The
terminal dispenses a receipt and issues the room
keys
Depending on the availability of rooms, the
terminal allots the rooms as per guest preference
The guest accepts the reservation and swipes
his/her credit card
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The terminal updates the front office records and sends arrival notification to the F&B,
HK.

POST REGISTRATION ACTIVITIES:
Post-Arrival Procedure •
1. Sign the GRC
2. Make the Arrival Notification Slip (ANS) and update room rack and information rack
3. Dispatch Notification slip to the following department
a) Telephone b) Room service c) Housekeeping
4. Get the telephone connection released
5. Put a tick mark against the guest name on the movement list and write down the
room number of the assigned room against the name of the guest
6. Make an entry in the ARRIVAL-Departure Register
7. Open and activate the folio and note down the billing instruction on it
8. Update room position
9. Make C form in case of foreigners and send the copies to FRRO

REPORTS


ROOM STATUS REPORT

Before guests arrive, reception staff will need the status of guest rooms. This information
is indicated by the room status report. This report shows the status of the rooms whether
a room is occupied, vacant, dirty or out of order.
From a room status report, the front desk agent will be able to identify which rooms are
clean and ready for the guests, which rooms will become available later in the day, or
which rooms are unavailable on that date. Such information is essential to the reception
staff when assigning rooms, at the time of check-in.
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Room Status Terms
Occupied – A guest is currently registered to the room.
Complimentary – The room is occupied, but the guest is not charged for its use.
Stay-Over – A guest who extends stay for a night.
On-change – The guest has departed but the room has not yet been cleaned and readied
for resale.
5. Do not disturb (DND) – The guest has requested not to be disturbed.
6. Sleep Out – A guest who has not used the room.
7. Sleeper – The guest has settled his/her account and left the hotel but the front office staff
did not properly update the room’s status.
8. Vacant and ready (VR) – The room has been cleaned and inspected and is ready for an
arriving guest.
9. Out-of-order (OOO) – The room cannot be assigned to a guest because of repair,
renovation or maintenance requirements. Also known as UR (Under repair) in case of
repairs.
10. Lock-out – The room has been locked so that the guest cannot re-enter until he or she is
cleared by a hotel official.
11. DNCO (did not check out) – The guest made arrangements to settle his or her account
but has left without informing the front office.
1.
2.
3.
4.



MOVEMENT SHEET (EXPECTED ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE LISTS)

Movement List is a document which contains the name of expected arrival and expected
departure for the day.
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 GROUP ARRIVALS REPORT - ROOMING LIST
A rooming list is a printed or electronic list or roster of guests and their lodging needs and
preferences presented to a hotel prior to arriving. It is usually sent out by the organizers
and/or their designates to hotels in order to deliver multiple reservations. It is given to the
hotel so that the hotel management can arrange and reserve the rooms within the room
block of the list before the attendees arrive on site.

VIP/SPATT LIST
Special Arrivals List:
A list of special guests or VIPs arriving. This should contain their special request and
additional information about the preferences of the guest
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TURN AWAY REPORT

Meaning / definition of Turn away in the hospitality industry
Sometimes, a hotel simply cannot accommodate a guest who has already made a
reservation. Having to treat such a guest as a Turn away can happen at any time of year,
but this usually occurs during a certain period and for a compelling reason or reasons. A
report is made by the front office on such turn away guest in a month and remarks given
on it

KEY WORDS
1. PRE-REGISTRATION
The activities that are carried out by the front desk agents before the arrival of guests, to
ensure a speedy check-in are termed as pre-Registration activities.
2. REGISTRATION
Registration can be defined as the process of assigning rooms to the guest at the time of
their arrivals by filling necessary details about the guest and the rooms contain in a
registration from. Registration from acts as a source of information about guest and acts
as a legal proof for both the hotel guest.
3. C FORM –
It is a legal document which has to be filled by all foreign nationals except those from
Nepal. NRI’s with green cards do not have to fill this card. Children up to 16 years and
diplomats from other countries are also exempted from filling C form. The hotel is liable to
send the C Form to the nearest foreigner’s Regional registration office or to the local
intelligence unit within 24 hours of the arrival of a foreign national.
4. PASSPORT:
A passport is a document issued by a government to allow its citizens to travel abroad,
and requests other governments to facilitate their passage and provide protection on a
reciprocal basis.
5. VISA:
Visa is an endorsement on the passport, allowing the holder to enter the territory of the
issuing country. It is a document or, more frequently, a stamp in a passport, authorizing
the bearer to visit a country for specific purposes and for a specific length of time.
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